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CHURCH UNITY

A teaching paper from the Anglican parish of Bondi and Waverley 

Overviews a way of seeking and achieving Unity amongst Christians, 
particularly different denominational groupings. 



The Desire for Unity 
This paper is written to promote thought and honest discussion about Church Unity. Most Christians 
have an earnest desire to see good relationships between the Churches in our area. The big question 
is “What does Unity look Like?” 

Essentially I want to suggest that real and helpful unity can grow as each Church seeks to cooperate with 
each other in common directions rather than seeking to introduce a structural unity. That is, rather than trying 
to combine all churches or suggest that there is only one church in our area of Bondi, we let each church 
seek to affirm and work with other churches as it sees fit. There are many different groups in that regularly 
gather together, who see themselves as “church”. Some of these groups have representative members at 
our meetings, others do not. 

There are also other groups within our area who see themselves as “Churches” but who are traditionally  
viewed as sub-Christian sects or cults (for example the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints or 
Mormons, the Jehovah’s Witnesses, the Christadelphians, the Boston Church of Christ).

Just noting this long list of different groups who use the word “Church” demonstrates the different definitions 
that people have for “Church”. Who will be the arbiter of the “correct” use of this term? The fact that the 
Australian Government has allowed all these groups to call themselves “Church” for well over a century  sets 
up the reality that “Church” as a word in itself is used in many contexts. And that is quite appropriate. 

After all, the Greek word ecclesia which the original English translators rendered “church” actually means 
“assembly”, “council” or “gathering”, and had no specific Christian or even religious overtones. Even in the 
New Testament we see that the ecclesia word is used to describe all sorts of gatherings, even one that was 
convened in an attempt to prevent the spread of Christianity! So the word “church” if understood from the 
bible is simply a “gathering”. It is a classic “public domain” word that we need to acknowledge as such.

What is the “Christian Church”? 
However the phrase “Christian Church” needs a more precise definition. A literalistic definition of this phrase 
is “Christian Gathering”, or “Christian Congregation”. So the significant word is “Christian”. What makes one 
Church “Christian” and another not? The only way to determine that is to have a clear definition of “Christian” 
and more specifically “Christian Church”. 
Now in practice, we do not accept all groups who identify themselves as a church. (The Mormons and other 
cults for example are rightly not represented). This begs the question; on what basis are these groups 
excluded from our association? Indeed, on what basis do we exclude them from the right to call themselves 
part of the “Christian Church”? If it is on the basis of belief, then we would do well to look at a doctrinal 
definition of “Christian” as an group of churches and also in our attempts to work together. 

Currently, there is a broad representation possible with larger and smaller protestant and charismatic and 
independent structures. Also there are Para-church groups represented. 

Unity: Structural or Relational? 
If possible each Church can work at supporting each others’ plans and events insomuch as they are seen as 
consistent with the direction of each church involved. In my experience, the biggest successes for Churches 
working together has been in the context of relationships which maintain each churches distinctives, but 
work for a common purpose where that is deemed by each church as beneficial.

This relational or cooperation model is helpful in that the unity that results is a functional unity, or one of 
purpose. This allows every church to exist alongside each other and cooperate with others where they wish 
to. This is opposed to the more federal or structural unity proposed by some. 

In the structural unity model, a combined event is promoted as something run by “The Church”. This sounds 
like unity, but has the result that those who for whatever reason are not able to contribute or attend are by 
implication not a part of the Church. Conversely, it may be implied that absent churches are behind the 
initiative when in fact they are not. If they are not, does that make them not part of the Church in this area? 

Ironically, a federal or structural model of church unity will make any dis-unity even more visible and 
potentially more harmful. The fact is that the different churches exist in our area is because there are 
differences. Some of these differences are rather insignificant. Some are differences in theology that are 
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nevertheless not central. However, some differences are quite significant theological or philosophical 
presuppositions that shape the way we plan and run our gatherings. We can seek to celebrate all these 
differences, but in actual fact that is impossible if some of these differences are in conflict with each other or 
the way a certain “combined” event is run.

Unity with Diversity 
Why are there so many different Christian Churches in our community? (or any community for that matter). 
It’s a common question. We can sometimes be tempted to quickly assume that having many churches is by 
definition a bad thing. However, the different denominational groupings can actually aid our functional unity.  

A naïve response to this diversity is to simply make the assertion there is a unity between the different 
gatherings of people meeting as “Christian churches”. This assertion can be made without actually stating 
what that unity is based on or how it is seen. The assertion may be true to a certain extent, in that those 
people gathering under one name and heritage may have a real unity in belief with others gathering under 
another name and heritage just around the corner, or in another region or country. That truth will hopefully 
motivate us to pray for other churches throughout our region, nation and world.

All those people who have come to place their trust in Jesus as the one who has acted on their behalf in 
dying on the cross instead of them bearing the punishment for their own sins are part of this one church. The 
fact that Jesus rose from the dead ensures that one day there will be a great heavenly gathering or Church. 
In theological jargon, this one church is the “universal” church. The one universal (or catholic in the original 
sense) Church has unity, not just in Bondi, but world-wide across time and space. The unity of the one 
Christian Church is more fundamentally a unity forged by the core beliefs, identity and purpose of the people 
of God who are in Christ. 

That unity need not be threatened by differing sub-cultures of church and times or patterns of gathering. 
There may be certain congregations that wish to express their unity by having combined gatherings. That is 
natural and appropriate, and will proceed well if all those congregations are adequately briefed on the 
purpose and can have real input into the gathering. But if that does not happen, any gathering promoted as a 
event expressing  unity will not actually be unified.

Recognising the Differences  
That is just the way it is. It is not bringing disunity to our churches to note this fact. Noting the differences 
actually clarifies the basis of the real unity we do have. Other groups often do have the same core beliefs 
and understandings despite real yet peripheral differences. The truth lying just below the surface is that there 
are different conceptions of what the core beliefs actually are. If there is difference here, there can still be 
helpful cooperation at organisations like the Ministers Association meetings. We can still relate warmly, smile 
at each other and shake hands. We can and should have cooperative unity. However it is doubtful that any 
gathering promoted as The Church would be able to be an honest presentation of those differences.

People who meet as a congregation or church under one name or denominational heritage can understand 
and appreciate the differences they have with those who meet at another location. They can also know the 
unity they have in the essentials of their faith. Alternatively they can appreciate the fact that although they 
meet within the same heritage as another congregation, there may be no significant unity in belief. 

For example, two congregations meeting in the Anglican organisation may or may not have unity in their 
direction on the essentials of Christianity. Or a certain Baptist congregation may have more unity with a 
Presbyterian congregation than another Baptist congregation. In the end, the unity we as churches have and 
express depends on the relationships between us, and in particular the relationships between us as leaders.

The Gospel as the basis of Unity 
This conception of unity is based on the premise that despite the many different church labels, cultures, 
structures and ways of doing things, the different organisations claiming to be serving the Christian Church 
only have real unilateral unity on the basis of one Faith. If that premise is true, then our basis of unity must 
always be the Gospel. As Ephesians 4:3-4 admonishes Christians “Make every effort to keep the unity of the 
Spirit through the bond of peace. There is one body and one Spirit- just as you were called to one hope when 
you were called- one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and father of all, who is over all and through all 
and in all.” 
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Churches and their leaders are not meant to be promoting different gospels. (See the extremely harsh 
warning of Galatians 1:8 “But even if we or an angel from heaven should preach a gospel other than the one 
we preached to you, let him be eternally condemned”). 

The difficulty comes when there are vastly different interpretations on what the “Gospel” actually is. This is 
not a difficulty if we don’t pretend we all believe the same thing. That means when other groups or Church 
leaders define the gospel message in a way that we feel undermines the Biblical Faith, we can and should 
be willing to graciously point that out. If we don’t, the unity we claim is a farce and the unity we display to the 
community will be no better than the Emperor’s new clothes.

Unity for effective witness 
Yes, we are to seek to express any unity we have. That is a noble and thoroughly Biblical aim. We are to do 
that with love and charity. But we must never just sweep differences under the carpet. Jesus prays for 
oneness in those people the Father has given him (John 17:9) He asks “that they may be one”. This is not a 
prayer for one big gathering, but a prayer for unity of purpose and character in all true Christians. 

Jesus goes on to give his reason for praying for this oneness in 17:21; “that they may all be one, just as you, 
Father, are in me, and I in you, that they also may be in us, so that the world may believe that you have sent 
me. 22 The glory that you have given me I have given to them, that they may be one even as we are one, 23 
I in them and you in me, that they may become perfectly one, so that the world may know that you sent me 
and loved them even as you loved me.” Jesus prays for the oneness of Christians so that those who are not 
Christian would come to believe the truth about Jesus loving them and coming to save them. That is, it is 
focused on the message of Christ. The oneness Jesus prays for is a oneness of belief that is expressed in a 
oneness in relationships. 

To assert we have unity if there are actually massive differences is not an answer to Jesus’ prayer. There is 
another reason why one cannot interpret this unity which Christ prays for as some sort of single 
organisational structure. It is impossible this side of heaven to unite all Christian gatherings. Until then, 
maybe we can meditate on a helpful motto coined by those seeking to maintain a cooperative unity: In non-
essentials- flexibility, in essentials- clarity, in all things- charity. 

Any attempt to bring people together organisationally is at risk of achieving a thin veneer of unity at the cost 
of clarity. To adopt a metaphor, all the different colours and textures mixed up in one pot leads to a grey, 
textureless mass. To avoid that perception in a combined church gathering, much energy will be placed in 
producing colourful and energetic gatherings. Emphasis will be placed on this being a “Worship” meeting as 
opposed to a time of preaching. One of the massive problems in modern Christianity is the perceived 
separation of everyday secular living and special sacred times of “worship”. In the New Testament, worship is 
always linked to the everyday decisions to serve God rather than following the pattern of the world around 
us. (for example Romans 12, Hebrews 12: 28 - 13:5) 

Now there is nothing wrong with colour or energy. They can and should be encouraged in our gatherings, 
and I suspect a common desire is for more interest in our church meetings. However having colourful and 
energetic and even interesting meetings is no guarantee that we have had a truly edifying gathering. Let's 
have faithfulness and interest!

Doctrine Divides as well as Unifies 
When there is a push for unity which is hesitant about defining that unity on the basis of core belief, there is 
also a push to downplay Biblical teaching and doctrinal discussion. Why? Because it is said “doctrine 
divides”. Yes. It does, and that can be destructive. Church leaders, like all Christians, can get involved in 
“fruitless arguments and pointless controversies” that the scriptures warn us against (Titus 3:9).  Doctrine 
can also clearly define and establish a unity which is relevant and powerful and faithful to the Word of God.  
The Churches in Bondi and Sydney who can work out a central thrust can have unity, and work together for 
the same purpose. For me, speaking as an Evangelical that purpose would be that more and more people in 
our area of North West Sydney will be presented with a simple, unadorned Gospel presentation so they can 
become Christians and grow in their Christian maturity, including their understanding of true Christian Unity. 
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